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AB S T R AC T

Fighting for a Hand to Hold by Dr. Samir Shaheen-Hussain is a

heartbreaking and compelling read depicting the history of injustices,

terror and trauma inflicted upon Indigenous children by the Canadian

medical system. As an emergency pediatrician at the McGill University

Health Centre and associate professor at McGill University, Dr. Shaheen-

Hussain weaves his clinical experiences and long-standing advocacy ef-

forts alongside archival research to shed insight on medical colonialism.

This piece is structured in two parts: a book review followed by a personal

reflection. It is accompanied by a podcast interview with Dr. Shaheen-

Hussain in which he discusses his social justice work, his book, and advo-

cacy advice for students in healthcare. This book review highlights the

importance of Fighting for a Hand to Hold as a seminal piece of literature

for all healthcare professionals and trainees across Canada. In the per-

sonal reflection, the author considers their own experiences with race

and racism as a person of colour, settler Canadian, and medical student.

This reflection concludes by advocating formore emphasis on Indigenous

health in Canadian medical education and practice.
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1 | FIGHTING FOR A HAND TO
HOLD: A BOOK REVIEW

Written by physician-author Dr. Shaheen-Hussain, (1)
Fighting for a Hand to Hold: Confronting Medical Colonial-

ism Against Indigenous Children in Canada is a four-part
book that brings together first-hand accounts from vic-
tims and witnesses, archival material and scholarly doc-
uments including peer-reviewed research and memoirs.
While the book establishes a rich historical context, the
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author simultaneously ensures that readers never fal-
ter in understanding the modern-day relevance of these
issues. Alongside perspectives from Indigenous schol-
ars, the author accomplishes this by highlighting the re-
cent #aHandtoHold campaign. Fighting for a Hand to
Hold serves to anchor the past to the present through
the author’s description of his own grassroots efforts
that ended the decades-long practice in Quebec of pro-
hibiting caregiver accompaniment of Indigenous chil-
dren during medevac flights. (2) By drawing upon this
tangible example, Dr. Shaheen-Hussain illustrates many
ways in which the healthcare system has and continues
to perpetuate practices harmful to Indigenous Peoples
in Canada.

Fighting for a Hand to Hold reinforces the existence of
systemic racism in our medical system by applying the
United Nations definition of genocide as a framework to
illustrate Canada’s history ofmedical colonialism against
Indigenous children. (3) The book ends on the author’s
meditations to remedy medical colonialism, which in-
clude land-back movements, self-determination, and In-
digenous sovereignty. These processes implicate the
reclamation of traditional territories, stewardship over
educational, cultural, social and health services, and
the right to participate in political decision making. In
the book’s afterword, Katsi’tsakwas Ellen Gabriel pro-
vides a sobering personal reflection on the barriers to
sovereignty over health care for Indigenous Peoples,
emphasizing the importance of authentic reconciliation
such that efforts may coalesce reparations and restitu-
tion. These efforts must centre upon the demolition of
oppressive institutions and policies and the incorpora-
tion of sincere actions that demonstrate a commitment
to trust rather than empty platitudes.

Towards this goal, Dr. Shaheen-Hussain asks readers
to consider voice, and the ways in which a single voice
may be uplifted by many. In this sense, he curates mul-
tiple quotes from Indigenous Peoples throughout the
book. When discussing the memoirs of Dr. John B. Dos-
seter, a leading Canadian physician who performed skin
grafting experiments on Inuit teenagers in the 1970s, Dr.
Shaheen-Hussain quotes Paul Quassa, former Nunavut
Premier and victim of these experiments: “We are not

monkeys, we are not animals, we are another human be-
ing that deserves respect.” (4) Quotes like these bring
into sharp focus the voices of those who are so of-
ten ignored, a topic that is further discussed in the ac-
companying audio interview with Dr. Shaheen-Hussain,
recorded in December 2020. These voices remind us,
as allies, as advocates, and as Canadians, of the impor-
tance of spotlighting and listening to the perspectives of
others when telling stories that are not our own. They
also remind us to reconsider our intentions. Alongside
the author, we must examine our actions in the context
of ‘do no harm’.

Many other features of the author’s honest writing
style are striking. For instance, he admits to his own
privileges as a settler and healthcare provider. In this
vulnerability, he in turn invites us to consider the conse-
quences of our inaction. He challenges the audience to
expand our notions of healthcare-inflicted harms by dis-
cussing distressing and perhaps surprising examples of
Canadian medical colonialism. On a systems level, this
included unethical practices whereby nutrition depriva-
tion experiments were conducted in residential schools,
Indigenous girls were forcibly sterilized, and skin graft-
ing experiments were performed on Inuit teenagers. On
an individual level, he refers to eminent Canadian physi-
cians and researchers, like Dr. Dossetor or Dr. Li-
onel Bradley Pett who led the skin grafting and nutri-
tional experiments, respectively. The justification for
these experiments had been the desire to advance scien-
tific knowledge in the field of medicine and to improve
health outcomes for future patients, as evident in docu-
mented perspectives from physicians like Dr. Dosseter:
“. . . the goals of [Dr.Dosseter’s] research teamwere, first,
to study the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) system in
the Inuit and, second, to apply this knowledge to test
theories about the impacts on skin grafts at the time
when the field of organ transplants – including trans-
plant rejection – was still being actively studied.” (1,
p.158) However, by inflicting such pains upon young
test subjects who had minimal to no understanding of
English, their pursuit for knowledge directed by ‘benefi-
cence’ for future patients led them to ignore two other
ethical pillars of medicine: to ‘do no harm’ and to respect
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patient autonomy. It is a powerful reminder for modern
medical researchers to carefully consider the ethics and
motivations of their research, including informed con-
sent and patient autonomy.

In short, through his poignant reflections and
carefully curated breadth of historical examples, Dr.
Shaheen-Hussain successfully illuminates not only the
complacency but the culpability of the Canadian medi-
cal system in perpetuating systemic violence against In-
digenous children. He does this by relying on direct quo-
tations from Indigenous People and offering his perspec-
tive as a medical expert. History cannot bear to repeat
itself and Dr. Shaheen-Hussain engages the reader in an
important dialogue on how to move forward. This book
is an uncomfortable but meaningful read, especially for
those interested in or belonging to the healthcare field.

Fighting for a Hand to Hold is available at your local
independent bookstores, and online at Left Wing Books
or McGill-Queen’s University Press. The French version,
Plus aucun enfant autochtone arraché: Pour en finir avec le
colonialisme médical canadien published by Lux Éditeur,
is available on their website.

2 | REFLECTION: A MEDICAL STU-
DENT’S PERSPECTIVE

I struggled to finish reading this book, but not for lack
of interest. It was not pleasant to read about the forced
transmission of smallpox in the 1860s and sterilization
of Indigenous girls in the 1970s. Amid my visceral re-
action of disgust, however, I realized that I had the au-
tonomy and privilege to act on my circumstance. This
was a choice that did not exist for Indigenous Peoples,
who experienced violence and detrimental health out-
comes at the hands of the Canadian healthcare sys-
tem. Yet, despite being the subjects of centuries-long
marginalization, discrimination, and genocide, Indige-
nous Peoples have shown extraordinary resilience by
not simply surviving, but continuing to advocate for
their rights to their stolen lands, self-determination and
self-governance. Moreover, as Dr. Shaheen-Hussain
mentions in the audio interview, these instances of vio-

lence are “not an exhaustive or comprehensive study of
the issue.” Indeed, these inequities continue to persist. I
acknowledge that my learning will continue beyond this
book.

Thus, Dr. Shaheen-Hussain’s humble writing encour-
aged me to engage in reflective practice, which is re-
peatedly emphasized throughout our medical training at
McGill University. Change begins with a sense of our-
selves, and this book has held a mirror to my own expe-
riences as a Chinese Canadian and as a medical student.

I admit that I possess my own biases about Canada
and its perceived diversity. When I first moved to Cal-
gary, the “cleanest city in the world” (5), I envisioned it
only as the place of cowboys, AAA beef, wealth, and
oil. I was unprepared for the sight of the precariously
housed, hopping on and off the CTrain between the free-
ride zone. It was almost comical to see how the expen-
sive tailored suits jutted out from a grey backdrop of tat-
tered and stained jackets – a visual reminder that even
one of Canada’s wealthiest cities was unable to care for
its most vulnerable, many of whomwere Indigenous. As
a younger version of myself, my preconceived notions
about others – as well as about my own capabilities –
delayed any meaningful action. Meanwhile, my mem-
ories from that time in Calgary are still tinged with the
shrieking taunts of “konichiwa” across the street and the
leering Caucasian male at the Calgary Stampede breath-
ing “ching-chong, ching-chong” into my face. In those
callous moments, I felt the weight of intolerance. Yet,
could I condemn others for their behaviours, as I con-
demned my own lack thereof? I wonder now which one
ultimately leads to more pain: action or inaction?

As amedical student, I have becomemore engaged in
anti-racism, with much credit to the recent attention to
the Black Lives Matters movement and increased acces-
sibility to educational resources. In my own “activism”, I
have acquired a better appreciation for the role of med-
ical education systems in promoting health equity. No-
tably, as a volunteer for the Anti-Racist Undergraduate
Medical Education Curricular Review at McGill, which
was organized by several motivated peers, I helped con-
duct a critical evaluation of educational materials in the
pre-clerkship curriculum. This activity forced me to ex-
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amine a hidden curriculum, as Dr. Shaheen-Hussain
mentions in his book. I assessed each statistic, epidemio-
logical map, image, and sentence. In doing so, I flagged
slides where skin conditions were only represented in
light skin tones, maps that showed health outcomes but
omitted the historical context of slavery and colonialism,
images that desensitized us by overrepresenting suffer-
ing and emaciated black bodies, but rarely the healthy.
I discovered how even the invention and scientific ba-
sis of some clinical measurement tools perpetuated dis-
criminatory attitudes. For instance, the practice of race
‘correction’ in spirometry was based on racist studies
performed on Black slaves and used to justify their posi-
tion in society due to their perceived lower lung capaci-
ties. (6) Today, the use of these tools can potentially lead
to inaccurate measurements of lung capacity, which can
in turn underestimate disease burden and result in im-
plications for fair compensation and treatment for Black
patients. (7)

I now have more tools to address injustices than
before. As a medical student, I recognize there are
ways to advance healthcare beyond basic science re-
search, which includes advocacy throughmedical educa-
tion. With this knowledge, I am inspired to think more
critically about how I choose to spend my spare time.
Every step towards educating myself is now contribut-
ing to the greater goal of helping others as a healthcare
professional. The question is no longer ‘why am I uncom-
fortablewith racism?’, but ‘how can I best servemarginal-
ized and racialized populations as a future physician?’ I
recognize that being an effective advocate will require
ongoing self-education.

I’ll reiterate that this book is not an easy read by any
means. It is distressing. However, it delivers a necessary
shock and I believe readers should be educated about
its content, especially for future (and current) physicians,
and other allied health providers. It imparts knowledge
on Canadian-Indigenous history that reminds us of our
duty to prevent harm like the death of Joyce Echaquan,
who was the subject of racial epithets and slurs mo-
ments before her passing. (8) As front-line providers, the
lessons learned from the exploitation of Indigenous Peo-
ples challenge us to practice culturally safe care. Many

of our future patients will be of cultural backgrounds dif-
ferent from our own, and as much as 5% of the Cana-
dian population is Indigenous. (9) Besides responding
to diverse needs, practicing compassionate care leads
to improved health outcomes. (10) By advocating for
the needs of a specific group that was disproportion-
ately affected, the #aHandtoHold campaign effectively
ended non-accompaniment for all children in remote ar-
eas of Quebec. This makes the #aHandtoHold campaign
a compelling case study that demonstrates how health
policy benefits everyone, not just those who are the tar-
get of the intervention. This is the essence of equitable
access to care.

Those who are moved by the traumatic stories told
in Fighting for a Hand to Hold might be inspired to re-
flect more critically on how they can be contributors of
culturally-safe clinical care to the benefit of not only In-
digenous Peoples, but the diverse Canadian population
at large. By detailing the history of the Canadian med-
ical system’s culpability in violence against Indigenous
people, Fighting for a Hand to Hold asserts itself as an es-
sential resource for all Canadian healthcare profession-
als and trainees. I hope that we can stand together in
solidarity with our Indigenous patients when advocating
for equitable health care, while simultaneously offering
the compassionate and quality care that all Canadians
deserve.
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